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The collective mind-set in Ireland as the country prepares for
Pope Francis’ visit to the World Meeting of Families is a fragile
one. The consequences of a momentous vote in favour of
repealing the 8th Amendment are being worked out, and the
recent revelations about abuse in the USA have caused much
discontent. Irish Jesuit Gerry O’Hanlon surveys the religious
and political landscape in Ireland, and wonders how recent
events might shape the future of the Church.
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The Irish Church after the Referendum must
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Church is called to be pro-life however not just in
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Diarmuid Martin is here clearly aligning himself with
the ‘consistent life ethic’ also espoused by Pope
Francis and now becoming more commonplace in
Catholic teaching.
North American Jesuit commentator Thomas Reese2
suggests that the result of the Irish referendum shows
the need for a new pro-life strategy globally and
particularly in the United States. Putting it bluntly, he
states that, ‘most Americans think that abortion
should be legal even if they think it is immoral’. He
goes on to suggest that there, ‘is no indication that
this thinking will change’ and suggests that pro-life
strategy for the future should invest its energy not in
what he perceives to be the impossible goal of making
abortion illegal but in the eminently achievable one of
working to reduce the number of abortions. I recall in
this context the mantra of many who voted ‘yes’ in the
Irish referendum – their stated desire was to make
abortion ‘safe, legal and rare’. Reese goes on to
propose a host of policy options in the USA which
would make this goal more likely, including
increasing the minimum wage, free or affordable
childcare for working and student mothers, free or
affordable healthcare for mothers and their children,
parental leave programmes, income and food
supplements, and so on.
Cathleen Kaveny, 3 who teaches law and theology at
Boston College, observes that the Irish referendum
debate was governed by the clash of values between
the duty to preserve life and the right to bodily integ-

rity. She calls for the Church’s response to a situation
of such moral complexity to be articulated in a way
that allows this complexity space to breathe. There are
plenty of ‘difficult moral conversations that engage
people caught in today’s bewildering flux of sex and
relationships’, she says, including about issues of
responsibility towards the unborn and the particular
cases of rape and disability. A Church that positions
itself to listen as well as speak in these conversations,
and exercises a willingness to walk with people in
their journey of conscience, will be demonstrating:
‘the “accompaniment” called for by Pope Francis … a
willingness to help people bear the burden of these
conflicts. The first step is a willingness to hear about
them in unvarnished and open conversation’.
It seems to me, then, that the Irish Church can be
helped greatly by Pope Francis if, in line with Martin
and Reese, it can avoid turning in on itself and engaging in a single-issue resistance to the abortion result,
and learn instead to adopt more wholeheartedly the
consistent life ethic that places abortion in a wider
context of respect for life at all stages. The care,
compassion and pastoral depth of Francis, and the
accompaniment for which he calls, can be a wonderful
model here. More fundamentally, it seems to me4 that
the crucial difference Francis can make to the Irish
Church is his strategic option for ‘an entirely synodal
Church’, one in which power is decentralised, in
which open debate and consultation is normalised,
with appropriate accompanying structures and
institutions and with discerning attention to the
‘sense of the faithful’. This, according to Francis
himself, is how real and lasting change can happen in
the Church, which, as the People of God, ought never
be infected by clericalism but ought to embrace the
enduring value of a Magisterium that must be always
in conversation with theologians and, above all, with
the baptised faithful. An antidote to clericalism has
assumed even greater importance and urgency in the
wake of the storm that has arisen over the recent
shocking abuse revelations in the USA, and the
identification by Pope Francis of clericalism as the
root cause of an unsafe Church.5
So far, with some exceptions such as the very
successful Limerick Synod and listening exercises in
parishes and other dioceses, the leadership in the Irish
Catholic Church has been reluctant to embrace the
pope’s assertion that, ‘it is precisely this path of
synodality which God expects of the Church of the
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third millennium’.6 And for all his astuteness and
leadership in other areas, the Archbishop of Dublin
has not, so far, gone down this route. Yet a Church
that could release the repressed energy of its people
through an exercise of service and humble leadership
would be in a better position both to renew itself and
also to engage in dialogue with the State.7 Remember,
Francis himself dreamed that such a Church, whose
unity welcomed diversity, might become a ‘standard
lifted up among the nations’, a kind of banner of hope
to countries that strive to build societies that are
participative and in solidarity with all citizens.8 A
post-referendum, synodal Church in Ireland would
want to engage with ‘yes’ as well as ‘no’ voters.
Finally, on that topic of Church-State relations, it is
premature to suppose that the referendum result will
eliminate altogether the kind of anti-Church rhetoric
that owes much to the scandals of the mishandling of
clerical child abuse but also to the decades-long power
of the Church in its relations with the State. I say this
not least because of the ongoing influence of the
Church in education and healthcare, resented by
many secularists. These battlefields have yet to be
negotiated successfully, but perhaps the referendum
result will help in allowing the State to see that it has
little now to fear from church power in Ireland, and to
seek for a ‘win-win’ solution with respect to education
and healthcare rather than a ‘zero-sum’ victory that
would deprive us all of the enduring value of the
religious ethos and influence in civil society.
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